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Arctic reindeer have unusual eyes and vision. In contrast to most mammals,
reindeer can see ultraviolet light, which is invisible to us. They also have
a reflective tissue in the eye that changes from a golden color during the
summer months to a deep blue color during the winter months. Together,
these special traits help reindeer see plant foods or predators in the snow,
especially during the winter, when daylight in the Arctic is dim and purplish.
A problem with being able to see purples and blues really well is that these
colors are practically invisible in fog. Red light travels best in fog, and it
follows that reindeer, more than other mammals, would benefit from a
nose that produces red light. At least one reindeer is reported to have a
luminescent (glowing) nose that operates well under foggy conditions. The
goal of this paper is to estimate the redness of this nose and to explore its
advantages and disadvantages.

INTRODUCTION
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer is a classic story of animal behavior
by Robert L. May [1]. It describes reindeer disporting themselves (the
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Luminescent
Emitting light; glowing.

Ultraviolet
A type of light that is
invisible to people but
visible to some animals.
For example, many birds
and insects can see
ultraviolet light.

Glowing Noses Improve Reindeer Vision

technical term for playing games) and excluding a group member named
Rudolph because of his unusually large, red nose. The light from Rudolph’s
nose, which May described as “dazzling” in daylight and “glowing” at night,
later proved helpful on Christmas Eve, when thick Arctic fog disrupted the
flight preparations of Santa Claus and his team of eight reindeer. Under
these foggy conditions, Rudolph’s nose emitted sufficient light for safe
flight and the delivery of gifts around the world (Figure 1). This story
of Rudolph’s nose and its brilliance in fog is familiar to most children,
adults, and biologists, but it is also considered to be anomalous, which
means extremely unusual. As a general rule, scientists avoid studying
anomalous traits. The fact that luminescent (glowing) noses are so rare
explains why the color and advantages/disadvantages of luminescent noses
are practically unstudied.
New findings about the color vision of reindeer could hold important clues
about the value of a luminescent nose. For example, it was discovered
recently that Arctic reindeer (scientific name Rangifer tarandus tarandus)
can see u
 ltraviolet (UV) light [2], which is invisible to humans and most
other mammals that are primarily active in the daytime. The benefits of UV
vision are unknown, but the ability to see UV light could help reindeer to
see important things, such as predators and food. For example, the white
fur of wolves and some important plant foods, such as lichens, absorb UV
light, making the lichens look dark, and easier to see in snow, because snow
reflects UV light and looks bright [3]. The benefits of seeing UV light could
be greatest in the middle of winter, when the sun is low in the Arctic sky

Figure 1
Robert L. May’s original
notes from his reindeer
observations were written
in a poetic style called
anapestic tetrameter.
His notebook included
sketches by Denver L.
Gillen and this page
illustrates the red glow or
luminescence of
Rudolph’s red nose under
dark and drear
atmospheric conditions
(reproduced with
permission of the Rauner
Special Collections
Library, Dartmouth
College).

Figure 1
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and the scattering of light high in the atmosphere produces light that is
mainly UV and purplish [4].
Tapetum lucidum
A mirror-like reflective
tissue in the eyes of
some animals that
causes their eyes to
shine when bright light
hits them.

Even more surprising is the ability of reindeer eyes to change color with the
seasons. Reindeer eyes have a mirror-like reflective tissue called a tapetum
lucidum, which is Latin for “bright tapestry.” This tissue causes eye shine, a
phenomenon that is most often seen when the headlights of our cars shine into
the eyes of wild animals or household pets. A tapetum lucidum is important
for nocturnal (night-active) animals, because it allows them to see in the dark.
The outstanding thing about reindeer is that their tapetum lucidum changes
from a rich golden color during the summer to a deep blue color during the
winter [5]. The factors that cause this color change are understood, but the
advantages, if any, are mysterious. One idea is that it might increase the ability of reindeer to see blue light under dim light conditions. So, it is clear that
Arctic reindeer have a highly unusual and interesting kind of vision. But, at
the same time, this special ability to see blue light in late December is a definite
disadvantage under foggy conditions.

LIGHT TRANSMISSION IN FOG
Fog is an accumulation of tiny water droplets or ice crystals suspended
above the surface of the Earth. It forms when moist air is cooled below
a specific temperature and some of the water vapor condenses (turns to
tiny liquid droplets). By definition, the weather is considered foggy when
we cannot see more than 1000 m ahead. In his book, Robert L. May [1]
described fog “as thick as white fizz” and near zero visibility (it was “dark
and drear”), which suggests that the fog could have been one of two possible types: radiation fog or ice fog. Radiation fog happens when the ground
cools the air above it by contact. Ice fog occurs when warm air interacts
with extremely cold air and the water vapor changes directly into a solid,
forming tiny ice crystals suspended in the air.

Mie scattering
A process named after
Gustav Mie, a German
professor of physics. It
happens when round or
spherical particles of
certain sizes cause light
to scatter.

The ability of light to shine through fog varies according to the color of light.
Redder light travels farthest, but the distance that light can travel decreases if
the size of the ice crystals or water droplets in the fog is large [6]. If the droplets
are above a certain size, then a process called Mie scattering will extinguish all
light of any color [7]. Mie scattering happens in most fog types, making most
fog very difficult to see through, but a glowing red nose is predicted to outshine
any other kind of nose, with red light traveling further in ice fog because the
ice crystals in ice fog are smaller than the water droplets in radiation fog [8, 9].
To understand how helpful Rudolph’s nose might be in the fog, it is necessary
to know the exact color of the light shining from his nose.
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THE COLOR OF RUDOLPH’S NOSE
A clue to the color of Rudolph’s nose comes from Barbara Hazen’s version of
May’s original story [10]. In this version, Rudolph hides behind a holly bush
so that “his bright red nose blended in with the bright red berries.” Figure 2
illustrates this event and the amount of light of each wavelength, which is a
way of measuring the color, that bounces, or reflects, from holly berries. This
type of graph is called a reflectance spectrum. If we assume that the berries
shown in Figure 2 are similar to those of holly fruits in the Arctic, then we can
estimate that Rudolph’s nose produces light with a spectral peak of about 700
nm, since this is the wavelength of light reflected most strongly by the holly
berries. A peak reflectance of 700 nm means that the berries, and therefore
Rudolph’s nose, must be extremely red – possibly the maximum redness that
the eyes of mammals are able to see.

Figure 2
A later version of Rudolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer
[10] discussed the similar
color of ripe holly berries
and Rudolph’s nose.
The illustration by Richard
M. Scarry is shown,
together with an image of
ripe holly fruits (common
name: English / Christmas
holly; scientific name: Ilex
aquifolium). The graph
shows the reflectance
spectra of the berries,
which basically describes
the redness and
brightness of their color.
The red-shaded region
represents the variation
and the black line
represents the average in
a sample of 10 berries.

This estimate is only an educated guess, but it does suggest that a red fog light
is better than any other kind. Rudolph’s nose may be especially important in
winter, when the eyes of reindeer are better at seeing blue. Because fog blocks
blue light, it makes sense that reindeer have the greatest need for a fog light
in winter months like December. This helps to explain why Rudolph’s nose
was so useful for flying in thick fog. However, a luminescent red nose may
have disadvantages, too. The noses of reindeer have a complex system of many
tiny blood vessels [11] and are therefore quite warm [12], a trait that not only
prevents reindeer noses from freezing but also causes heat from a reindeer’s
body to be lost to the surrounding air. If too much heat is lost from his glowing
nose, Rudolph could risk hypothermia (a dangerously low body temperature)
under extremely cold weather conditions. It is therefore extremely important
for children to provide high-calorie foods to help Rudolph maintain his body
temperature on Christmas Eve.
Overall, the advantages of a red luminescent nose appear to be greater than
the disadvantages, which raises questions about how often red luminescent
noses occur in reindeer. Currently, we know of only one luminescent nose in

Figure 2
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the reindeer population, but its advantages suggest that it could be passed on
to future generations of reindeer. On the other hand, the frequency of foggy
weather is decreasing worldwide due to climate changes [13], which may make
the benefits of a glowing red nose less important in the future. A different
hypothesis suggests that Rudolph’s red nose is infected with nasal parasites
and simply red and swollen [14]. Such different ideas about why Rudolph’s
nose is red tell us that further investigation is needed, and it is hoped that the
readers of this article will help with future research on the properties of Arctic
light and fog. Such studies could shed new light on the amazing biology and
vision of reindeer.
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